Correcting for non-compliance of repeated binary outcomes in randomized clinical trials: randomized analysis approach.
We develop the randomized analysis for repeated binary outcomes with non-compliance. A break randomization-based semi-parametric estimation procedure for both the causal risk difference and the causal risk ratio is proposed for repeated binary data. Although we assume the simple structural models for potential outcomes, we choose to avoid making any assumptions about comparability beyond those implied by randomization at time zero. The proposed methods can incorporate non-compliance information, while preserving the validity of the test of the null hypothesis, and even in the presence of non-random non-compliance can give the estimate of the causal effect that treatment would have if all individuals complied with their assigned treatment. The methods are applied to data from a randomized clinical trial for reduction of febrile neutropenia events among acute myeloid leukaemia patients, in which a prophylactic use of macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) was compared to placebo during the courses of intensive chemotherapies.